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Thrones which have since collapsed at once rise again
before the mindVeye. The Bourbons of the Two Sicilies
sometimes came under this roof. In the year 1873 a married
pair entered their names as Francesco and Maria. Few
realise that these were the Franz and Maria who lost their
crowns thirteen years before at the siege of Gaeta. . . . And
there are other Bourbons in, the book; for instance, the
Counts of Trani and Bari.
The album might be a record of the old particularism.
What reigning Royal house of Germany is not represented ?
Weimar was a frequent visitor seeking to rediscover Weimar
in the person of Augusta. The Empress's drawing-room was
filled with the spirit of old Weimar. Men of science, litera-
ture and art gathered here to take tea. Usually someone read
aloud in French, while the ladies, especially the Empress,
knitted stockings. Here in the Maison Messwer the first bonds
were formed between the Russian Princess Luise and the
Grand-duke Friedrich von Baden, who both had remained
faithful to Baden-Baden, where they resided in the New,
though now actually old. Castle from the autumn until
shortly before Christmas.
The old Emperor collected his old generals here. Vigor-
ous, if rather pretentious, military handwriting catches the
eye. Field-Marshal Count Moltke wrote a firm, simple hand
characteristic of the man himself. That of General Field-
Marshal von Manteuffel was different. And the febrile hand
of old Count Wrangel is there too. We heard a story about
him in Baden-Baden. Wrangel once received four invitations
for the same day. " Wir mrdm auf alien vimn gehen" the old
general, whose grammar was as weak as his spelling, told his
adjutant.
The old Russian Imperial Chancellor Gorchakov also
wrote in the book in September, 1872, in a characterless
feminine hand. There are many anecdotes about him here in
Baden-Baden. He was an expert, not only in statesmanship,
but also in risky stories. This house in which he lived for
years and finally died could have repeated many spicy anec-
dotes of his amours. His somewhat mysterious death is
shrouded in deep darkness. He died an old man of eighty-
five in the Villa des Roses, which did not belong to him but
to a lady friend, once well known as a flower-girl at a Berlin

